This paper proposed a clustering methodology for sequence data using hidden Markov model(HMM) representation. The proposed methodology improves upon existing HMM based clustering methods in two ways: (i) it enables HMMs to dynamically change its model structure to obtain a better fit model for data during clustering process, and (ii) it provides objective criterion function to select the optimal clustering partition. The algorithm is presented in terms of four nested levels of searches: (i) the search for the optimal number of clusters in a partition, (ii) the search for the optimal structure for a given partition, (iii) the search for the optimal HMM structure for each cluster, and (iv) the search for the optimal 11MM parameters for each 11MM. Preliminary results are given to support the proposed methodology.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering assumes data is not labeled with class information. The goal is to create structure for data by objectively partitioning data into homogeneous groups where the within group object similarity and the between group object dissimilarity are optimized. The technique has been used extensively and successfully by data mining researchers in discovering structures from databases where domain knowledge is not available or incomplete1 2 In the past, the focus of clustering analysis has been on data described with static features' 23,4 i.e., values of the features do not change during the observation period. Examples of static features include an employee's educational level and salary, or a patient's age, gender, and weight. In real world, most systems are dynamic which can often be best described by temporal features, whose values change significantly during observation period. Examples of temporal features include monthly ATM transactions and account balances of bank customers, and blood pressure, temperature and respiratory rate of patients under intensive care. This paper addresses the problem of clustering data described by temporal features. Clustering temporal data is inherently more complex than clustering static data because (i) the dimensionality of the data is significantly larger in the dynamic case, and (ii) the complexity of cluster definition(modeling) and interpretation increases by orders of magnitude with dynamic data. 5 We choose hidden Markov model representation for our temporal data clustering problem. There are a number of advantages in the HMM representation for our problem:
. There are direct links between the HMM states and real world situations for the problem under consideration.
The hidden states of a HMM can be used to effectively model the set of potentially valid states of a dynamic process. While the exact sequence of stages going through by a dynamic system may not be observed, it can be estimated based on observable behavior of the systems.
• HMMs represent a well-defined probabilistic model. The parameters of a HMM can be determined in a precise, well-defined manner, using methods such as maximal likelihood estimates or maximal mutual information criterion.
• HMMs are graphical models of underlying dynamic processes that govern system behavior. Graphical models may aid the interpretation task.
Clustering using HMMs was first mentioned by Rabiner et al. 6 for speech recognition problems. The idea has been further explored by other researchers including Lee,7 Dermatas and Kokkinakis,8 Lee,7 Kosaka et czi., and Smyth.1° Two main problems that have been identified in these works are: (i) no objective criterion measure is used for determining the optimal size of the clustering partition, and (ii) uniform, pre-specified HMM structure is assumed for different clusters of each partition. This paper describes a 11MM clustering methodology that tries to remedy these two problems by developing an objective partition criterion measure based on model mutual information, and by developing an explicit 11MM model refinement procedure that dynamically modify HMM structures during clustering process.
PROPOSED 11MM CLUSTERING METHODOLOGY
The proposed HMM clustering method can be summarized in terms of four levels of nested searches. From the outer most to the inner most level, the four searches are: the search for 1. the optimal number of clusters in a partition, 2. the optimal structure for a given partition, 3 . the optimal HMM structure for each cluster, and 4. the optimal HMM parameters for each cluster. Starting from the inner most level of search, each of these four search steps are described in more detail next.
Search Level 4: HMM Parameter Reestimation
This step tries to find the maximal likelihood parameters for the HMM of a fixed size. The well known BaumWelch parameter reestimation procedure" is used for this purpose. The Baum-Welch procedure is a variation of the more general EM algorithm,'2 which iterates between two steps: (i) the expectation step(E-step), and (ii) the maximization step(M-step) . The E-step assumes the current parameters of the model and computes the expected values of a necessary statistics. The M-step uses these statistics to update the model parameters so as to maximize the expected likelihood of the parameters.'3 The procedure is implemented using the forward-backward computations.
Search level 3: the optimal HMM structure
This step attempts to replace an existing model for a group of objects by a more accurate and refined HMM model. Solcke and Omohundro'4 described a technique for inducing the structure of HMMs from data based on a general "model merging" strategy.'5 Takami and Sagayama'6 proposed the Successive State Splitting(SSS) algorithm to model context-dependent phonetic variations. Ostendorf and Singer'7 further expanded the basic 555 algorithm by choosing the node and the candidate split at the same time based on the likelihood gains. Casacuberta et. a118
proposed to derive the structure of HMM through error correcting grammatical inference techniques.
Our HMM refinement procedure combines ideas from the past works. We start with an initial model configuration and incrementally grow or shrink the model through HMM state splitting and merging operations for choosing the right size model. The goal is to obtain a model that can better account for the data, i.e., having a higher model posterior probability. For both merge and split operations, we assume the Viterbi path does not change after each operation, that is for the split operation, the observations that were in state s will reside in either one of the two new states, qo or q, . The same is true for the merge operation. This assumption can greatly simplify the parameter estimation process for the new states. The choice of state(s) to apply the split(merge) operation is dependent upon the state emission probabilities. For the split operation, the state that has the highest variances is split. For the merge operation, the two states that have the closest mean vector are considered for merging.
Next we describe two criteria measure we propose to use for HMM model selection: (i) Posterior Probability Measure(PPM), and (ii) Bayesian information criterion.
Posterior probabilities for HMMs
The computation for Posterior Probability of a HMM model (PPM) is based on the computation for Bayesian model merging criterion in.14 The Bayesian model merging criterion trades the model likelihood against bias towards a simpler model. Assume the a prior probability of a fully parameterized model, (A, 9) A the model structure and 0 the model parameter, is uniformly distributed. Given some data X, using Bayes's rule, the posterior probability of the model P()t,O1X) can be expressed as: P(A,OIX) = P(A,9)P(XIA,9) P(A,0)P(X(,\,0), where P(X(A,0) is the likelihood function.
We propose to extend Stolcke and Omohundro's P(A, OIX) computation in Discrete Density HMMs(DDHMMs) for our Continuous Density HMM model. We decompose model A into three independent components: its global structure, AG , the transitions from each state q, , and the emissions within each state, (0Y , 0) . Assuming parameters associated with one state are independent of those in another state, the model prior can be written as P(A,0) = P(AG) JJ P(03IA) If P(0),0(A).
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The structure of the model is modeled with an exponential distribution which explicitly bias towards smaller models: P(AG) o C_N where C is a constant, and C > 1 . Since the transitions represent discrete, finite probabilistic choices of the next state, Dirichiet distribution is used for calculating the probability of transitions from each state1 14.
P(08IAG) =
where°qi are the transition probabilities at state q, i ranging over the states that can follow q. a is the prior weights, and can be chosen to introduce more or less bias towards uniform assignment of the parameters. This prior has a desirable characteristic that it favors state configurations that have less yet more significant output transitions. For our single component CDHMM case, we propose to use Jeffrey's prior for the location-scale parameters, i.e., the mean vector and variance matrices associated with each state19:
This location-scale prior shows that data having a smaller lead to a more accurate determination of parameter p. In the case of CDHMM state configuration, this prior awards CDHMMs with clearly defined states, i.e., the variances, E, associated with these states are small.
Bayesian Information Criterion for HMMs
One problem with PPM criterion is that it depends heavily on the base value, C, of the exponential distribution for the global model structure probability. Currently, we do not have a strategy for selecting the exponential base value for different problems and the model selection performance deteriorates if the right base value is not used.
An alternative scheme is the Bayesian model selection approach. A criterion that is often used by Bayesian model selection is relative model posterior probability, P(\, X), given by P(A,X) = P())P(XIA).
By assuming an uniform prior probability for different models, P(A, X) cx P(XjA), where P(X1A) is the marginal likelihood. The goal of this approach is to select the model that gives the highest marginal likelihood.
Computing marginal likelihood for complex models202' 2223 has been an active research area. Established approaches include Monte-Carlo methods, i.e., Gibbs sampling methods 23,24 and various approximation methods, i.e., the Laplace approximation2° and approximation based on Bayesian information criterion.21 It has been well documented that the Monte-Carlo methods are very accurate, but are computationally inefficient especially for large databases. It is also shown that under certain regularity conditions, Laplace approximation can be quite accurate, but its computation can be expensive, especially for its component Hessian matrix computation.
A widely used and very efficient approximation method for marginal likelihood is Bayesian information criterion where, in log form, marginal likelihood of a model given data is computed as:
where 0A S Maximum Likelihood(ML) configuration of the model, d is the dimensionality of the model parameter space and N is the number of cases in data. We choose BIC as our alternative HMM model selection criterion.
Search Level 2: the optimal partition structure
The two most commonly used distance measures in the context of the HMM representation is the sequence-tomodel likelihood measure25 and the symmetrized distance measure between pairwise models.26 We choose the sequence-to-model likelihood distance measure for our 11MM clustering algorithm. Sequence-to-HMM likelihood, P(OIA), measures the probability that a sequence, 0, is generated by a given model, A. When the sequence-to-HMM likelihood distance measure is used for object-to-cluster assignments, it automatically enforces the maximizing within-group similarity criterion.
A K-means style clustering control structure and a depth-first binary divisive clustering control structure are proposed to generate partitions having different number of clusters. For each partition, the initial object-to-cluster memberships are determined by the sequence-to-HMM likelihood(See Section 2.2.1) distance measure. The objects are subsequently redistributed after HMM parameter reestimation and HMM model refinement have been applied in the intermediate clusters. For the K-means algorithm, the redistribution is global for all clusters. For binary hierarchical clustering, the redistribution is carried out between the child clusters of the current cluster. Thus the algorithm is not guaranteed to produce the maximally probable partition of the data set. If the goal is to have a single partition of data, K-means style control structure may be used. If one wants to look at partitions at various levels of details, binary divisive clustering may be suitable.
Search level 1: the optimal number of clusters in the partition
The quality of a clustering is measured in terms of its within cluster similarity and between cluster dissimilarity. A common criterion measure used by a number of HMM clustering schemes is the overall likelihood of data given models of the set of clusters.'0 Since our distance measure does well in maximizing the homogeneity of objects within each cluster, we want a criterion measure that is good at comparing partitions in terms of their between-cluster distances. We use the Partition Mutual Information(PMI) measure27 for this task.
From Bayes rule, the posterior probability of a model, A2 , trained on data, 0 , is given by:
where P(A2) is the prior probability of a data coming from cluster i before the feature values are inspected, and P(02 IA) is the conditional probability of displaying the feature O given that it comes from cluster i. Let MI2 represent the average mutual information between the observation sequence O and the complete set of models MI1 = logP(),IO) = log(P(OI.Xj)P())) -log>J1 P(011.\3)P(A3).
Maximizing this value is equivalent to separating the correct model A2 from all other models on the training sequence O. Then, the overall information of the partition with J models is computed by summing over the mutual information ft3 MI, of all training sequences: PMI = 1
, where nj is the number of objects in cluster j, and J is the total number of clusters in a partition. PMI is maximized when the J models are the most separated set of models, without fragmentations. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We have conducted preliminary experiments with HMM clustering on artificially generated data. Since we have not finished implementing the HMM refinement procedure, in the following experiments, we assume the correct model structure is known and fixed throughout the clustering process. Therefore, uniform prior distributions are assumed for all HMMs in computation. For these experiments, the objectives of the 11MM clustering is to derive a good partition with optimal number of clusters and object-cluster memberships.
To generate data with K clusters, first we manually create K HMMs. From each of these K HMMs, we generate Nk objects, each described with M temporal sequences. The length of each temporal sequence is L. The total data points for such a data set is K . Nk . M . L. In these experiments, we choose K = 4, Nk = 30, M = 2, and L = 100.
The HMM for each cluster has 5 states. Figure 1 shows four example data objects from these models. It is observed that, from the feature values, it is quite difficult to differentiate which objects are generated from the same model. In fact, objects 1 and 3 are generated from the same model and objects 2 and 4 are generated from a different model.
Experiment One
In this experiment, we illustrate the binary HMM clustering process and the effects of the PMI criterion measure. In the first part of the experiment, the PMI criterion measure was not incorporated in the binary clustering tree building process. The branches of the tree is terminated either because there are too few objects in the node, or because the object redistribution process in a node ends with one cluster partition. The full binary clustering tree, as well as the PMI scores for intermediate and final partitions are computed and shown in Figure 2(a) . The PMI scores to the right of the tree indicate the quality of the current partition, which includes all nodes at the frontier of the current tree. For example, the PMI score for the partition having clusters C4 and C123 is 0.0, and PMI score for the partition having clusters C4, aC2, C2, and C13 is -1.75 * 102. The result of this clustering process is a 7-cluster partition, with six fragmented clusters, i.e., cluster C2 is fragmented into jC2 and C2, cluster C3 is fragmented into C3, C3, and cluster C1 is fragmented into C1 and fiC1. 
Experiment Two
In this experiment, we want to study the performance of the HMM clustering system with data being corrupted by different levels of noises. White Gaussian noises were added to the data. The added noise was computed at different signal-to-noise ratios.28
More noise is successively added to the original 4-cluster data, i.e. , the signal-to-noise ratio is successfully decreased from 35 to 1 . Figure 3(a) shows the clustering results in terms of the misclassification counts vs. the signal-to-noise ratio. We observe that noise does not seem to have much effect on the clustering results until it is very large, i.e., S/NdB < 5. After that, the clustering process fails to separate out objects from three HMMs.
Experiment Three
In this experiment, we study the effects of different initial HMM structure on clustering performance. Since the four original HMMs all have 5-states. The initial HMMs in this experiment have number of states ranging from 2 to 8. Figure 3(b) shows the results in terms of the misclassification counts versus number of states in the initial HMMs. The clustering results remains the same for initial HMMs having 3, 4 and 5 states. For initial HMMs having 2 states, the misclassification is high. The algorithm fails to separate objects from HMM model 2 and 3. For initial HMMs having 6, 7, and 8 states, the clustering partition generated is close to optimal. This result agree with the intuition that the initial HMMs having too few states will result in worse clustering partition than cases when initial HMMs have too many states. The reason for this that when a model is too small, multiple state definitions have to be squeezed into one state, which makes the state definitions less specific and the model less accurate. On the other hand, when there are extra states in the model, the model can be made more accurate by dividing single state definition into multiple state definitions. At the very least, it can retain the original model by setting the transitions to the extra states very small to ignore those states.
